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Physics at the LHC

http://www.quantumdiaries.org/

We want to infer underlying physics from measurements in the detector.
How can deep neural networks assist us?
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Jet tagging

•

We intuitively know what a jet is:
Collimated shower of particles in the detector

Jet tagging
Related Ideas & Qustions:
On the TopicRelated:
of Jets: Disentangling Quarks and Gluons at
Colliders, PRL. 120, 241602 (2018)
(Eric’s talk on Friday morning)

Systematics of quark/gluon tagging, P Gras et al, JHEP 1707 (2017) 091
Les Houches 2015 report, JR Anderson et al, 1605.04692

J Thaler, Les Houches 2015
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Practical
•
•

Define jet (ie a phase space region we want to inspect closely) using
Related Ideas & Qustions:
sequential combination
Variable R-Tagging
•
• anti-kT de-facto standard
• Now we have machine learning, do we
jets?
Distance parameter R chosen suitablestill
for need
problem
What about pile-up?
•
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Flavour Tagging
•
•

Lifetime (in restframe): 1.5 x 10-12 s
Available information

•
•
•
•

secondary vertices
displaced tracks
large impact parameters
soft leptons

Historically solved by feature
engineering + machine learning
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QG Tagging
•

Hardest of these problems

•
•

No substructure, no lifetime

But

•

Illustrations by G Rauco

Quark and gluon jets shower
differently
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Heavy Resonance Tagging
Some Classical solutions:
(aka jet substructure)

•

Mass
Calculate using a grooming algorithm
(eg mMDT/softdrop or pruning)

•

Centers of hard radiation
n-subjettiness or energy correlation
functions

Contained in one (large-R) jet

•

Flavour
b tagging of large-R jets or subjets

How to distinguish from light quark/gluon jets
(and from each other)

•

Soft substructure
Color connection

•

Inclusive reconstruction
HEPTopTagger V2, HOTVR

•

Other substructure variables
Shower deconstruction, template tagger, …

•
•
•

Hadronically decaying top/Higgs/W/Z

•

For new physics searches (and SM studies)

Towards an Understanding of the Correlations in Jet Substructure
D Adams et al (BOOST 2013 Participants), Eur.Phys.J. C75
Top Tagging, T Plehn, M Spannowksy, J.Phys. G39 (2012) 083001
Boosted Top Tagging Method Overview, GK, Proc. Top2017
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Enter Machine Learning
•

When viewed as ML problems
all of them are the same:

•
•

Select a jet definition
Find a suitable representation &
network architecture

•

Train a binary (or multi-class) tagger
using appropriate simulation

•
•

Calculate scale factors
Apply to data

•

Jet image + convolutional
network

•

Four-vectors + dense, recurrent,
graph, LoLa (DEEPSET!!)

•
•
•

N-Vectors + hybrid architecture
Jet shapes + dense
Will give a brief overview. More
details in representing jets
session tomorrow

Very interesting ideas how we can use data
for better training as well. See Sessions on
Thursday and Friday
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Jet Images & Convolution
Signal

Background

•

(a) over
average
100kfor
images
for images01
(include image)
(a) average
100kover
images
images01
(include image)

•

•

Advantages:

•
•

Symmetry / structure
(local connections?)
Straightforward

•

Potential Problems

•
•
•

Resolution

⌘

QG Tagging

•

Deep learning in color: towards
automated quark/gluon jet discrimination
(1612.01551)

•

Quark and gluon tagging with Jet Images
in ATLAS, ATL-PHYS-PUB-2017-017.

Heavy resonances

•

Jet-Images -- Deep Learning Edition
(1511.05190)

•

Deep-learning Top Taggers or The End of
QCD? (1701.08784)

•

Pulling Out All the Tops with Computer
Vision and Deep Learning (1803.00107)

•

(The Lund Jet Plane (1807.04758))

•

b ea

Sparsity

m

(b) over
average
100kfor
images
for images02
(include image)
(b) average
100kover
images
images02
(include image)
pre-process

How to encode
complex information
Preprocessing

convolutional layer

dense layer
quark jet

gluon jet

max-pooling
|
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}
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Figure 2: An illustration of the deep convolutional neural network architecture. The first
layer is the input jet image, followed by three convolutional layers, a dense layer and an
output layer.
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Four Vectors & X

Recursive

In addition and for the purpose of comparison, we
also consider the simpler baselines where i) only the 4momenta v(tj ) of the jets are given as input to the GRU,
without augmentation with their embeddings, and ii) the
4-momenta vi of the constituents of the event are all directly given as input to the GRU, without grouping them
Introduction
into jets or providing the jet embeddings.
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Jet embedding

•
•
•
•

Lorentz Layer

Lorentz Boost Network

Grooming + Dense

•

1

bed entire events e of variable size by feed-

•
•

Quark Gluon

•

time within the restricted window of 250 < pT < 300
Recursive Neural Networks in Quark/Gluon Tagging
and 50  m  110, where the signal and background jets
are re-weighted to produce flat pT distributions. Results
are reported in terms of the area under the ROC curve
(ROC AUC) and of background15
rejection (i.e., 1/FPR) at
50% signal efficiency (R✏=50% ). Average scores reported

...

...

Full events

...

B.

H

C

hjet
1 (tj )

φ

Conclusions

(1711.02633)

N-Vectors
•

Include low-level information from
different sources

•

Design principle:

•

•
16

•

1D Convolutions to extract
features

•

(Optional): Recurrent to
summarise information

•

Multi-class dense network
Flavour Tagging & QG Tagging

•

Deep learning in jet reconstruction at
CMS, CMS-CR-2017-416, ACAT2017
Proceedings

•

“dentification of Jets Containing bHadrons with Recurrent Neural Networks
at the ATLAS Experiment, ATL-PHYSPUB-2017-003.

Heavy resonances

•

DPS-2017-049

N-body phase space

Jet Shapes

Energy Flow Polynomials

Feature engineering of useful quantities.
Especially nice if we can find a basis.

•
BEST

17

Heavy resonances / Quark-Gluon

•

Energy Flow Polynomials: A complete
linear basis for jet substructure
(1712.07124)

•

Reports of My Demise Are Greatly
Exaggerated: N-subjettiness Taggers Take
On Jet Images (1807.04769)

•

Identification of High-Momentum Top
Quarks, Higgs Bosons, and W and Z
Bosons Using Boosted Event Shapes
(1606.06859)

Comparison Studies
•
•

That’s A LOT of different approaches (and I probably missed something)

•

Many aspects - let’s start with a very simple problem

How do they compare?

•
•
•
•

•

Top Jets vs QCD jets
Only use four-vectors
Ignore detector effects, pile-up and, uncertainties

Get the data here:
https://goo.gl/XGYju3

Provided

•
•
•

1.2M training events, 400k events for validation, 400k events for testing
AK8 jets with pT in [550,650], fully merged tops, Delphes simulation
Up to 200 constituent 4-vectors, zero-padding

This is NOT a challenge:

•

All datasets are available with truth labels.

•

VERY similar
performance

•
•
•

Larger difference in efficiency
Have we solved this simple
problem?

•
•

Difference in 3rd digit for
area under curve

What about stability,
uncertainties?

Are there complementarities?

Thanks for all submissions!

Plots by S Leiss

Look at correlations?
Mutual Information?

What can we do?
•

Can produce all correlated distributions
if we receive tagger score for test events

•

Is there something else than numpy array
we might want?

•

Suggest to document state of the art of
jet tagging algorithms

•

Missing: ATLAS
(…From the ATLAS perspective, we agree
that it is interesting to compare different
algorithms on a level playing field, but we
are severely limited in terms of personpower. … However, for now, we do not think
that we will be able to contribute to this
comparison.)

Somebody in ATLAS (our outside) willing
to quickly retrain on these samples?
Conditional distributions?

Some last thoughts
•

Machine learning allows us to solve previously distinct problems in a coherent way

•

Our field is rapidly developing new architectural ideas

•
•

Need to understand combination potential and complementary uses

Converging performance on simple
problem

•

Get the data here:
https://goo.gl/XGYju3

Is this really the limit?

•

Trade off:
Performance
Stability
Interpretability
Complexity

•

Ideas beyond

•

Train to reduce data/MC difference

•

Effects of systematic uncertainties

•

Understanding IRC safety

